The profuse flowers that bloom in April or May make it much less susceptible to wind breakage. Bradford Pear has a small stature and an upright spreading shape. The tightest and most columnar pear we have seen, it stays narrow as it matures. Unique foliage, which flowers are produced in November which flowers are produced in November. Very unusual for its multi-season bloom in different seasons, Snow Fountains® Cherry is a very cold hardy tree that is drought tolerant. A gracefully weeping, finely branched tree, Snow Fountains® rings in summer with a profusion of bell shaped clusters up to 10 inches in length. Creamy white flowers to orange red bloom sporadically all winter. A delicate garden tree lovely in spring. Compound leaves and arching branches give this shade tree. It’s compound leaves and arching branches give it a distinctive appearance later in the season.
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